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VISION
“To impart quality and value oriented higher education by adopting student-centric teaching
learning methods for academic excellence and achieving holistic personality development of
students hailing from rural areas and all sections of society.”

MISSION


To provide adequate learning opportunities in higher education to students hailing from rural
areas.



To develop creative thinking and reasoning skills through experiential learning.



To inculcate teaching, learning and research aptitude in students.



To develop and facilitate infrastructural facilities so as to meet the educational requirements of the
students.



To ensure adequate opportunities for academic and extracurricular engagement leading towards
holistic personality development.



To instill leadership qualities and efficient managerial skills among students by engaging them in
various decision-making processes.



To create sensitivity towards socio-environmental issues.
The college focuses towards achieving its vision by systematic progression towards its
fulfilling its missions. The channelization of IQAC’s suggestions into the up gradation of the
quality and value system is in synchronization with the NAAC vision of higher education.

CURRICULAR ASPECTS


Efforts in direction of re-implementation of Choice based credit system (CBCS) in the
institution.



To provide more opportunities of experiential learning to the students.



To initiate add on courses/ certificate programs/skill development and value added courses.



To commence post graduate courses in science and commerce.



To create a fully functioning language laboratory.



To develop a museum in history and geography department.



To create departmental libraries in every department.



To encourage the participation of students in Departmental Seminaars.



To promote interdepartmental activities.

TEACHING LEARNING AND EVALUATION


Creation of new faculty positions in every department with due permission of the state
government.



To motivate and promote advanced learners to access e-books and e- resource journals.



To increase the accessibility of employing Audio/video/animations in teaching practical subjects.



Arrangement of motivational sessions for slow learners.



Updation and Increase in IT facilities for teaching and learning.



To provide comprehensive mentoring to the students.



To provide learning content suitable for visually impaired students.

RESEARCH INNOVATIONS AND EXTENSION


College will apply for more research grant from UGC and other financial bodies after getting result of
accreditation.



College will try to get permission to open post graduation in sciences and commerce faculty to develop
research aptitude.



More faculties will be recommended as research guide.



To encourage the faculty members to publish more research papers in UGC-CARE list.



More research projects from various governments/ non governments funding agencies.



To further strengthen Ecosystem for innovative practices



MOU with the advanced research institutions and NGOs working for the holistic developments.



More internship for P.G. students through MOUs.



To organise more workshops, conferences and seminars.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES


To construct more classrooms as per the student strength and requirement.



Construction of smart classes for all PG departments of the college



To construct the administrative block, library block and multipurpose auditorium.



Construction of separate central library through RUSA.



Extension and modernization of playground.



To develop high speed Wi-Fi campus.

STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION


To establish a placement cell which can enhance the placement opportunities for students by
organizing placement drives.



To increase the participation of students in games/ sports/ cultural activities.



To encourage the active involvement of alumni in college activities.



To create more awareness in students about the various careers options via career counseling
activities.



To increase the awareness regarding various scholarships schemes available for the students.

GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT


To provide more financial support to the faculty for attending conferences/seminars/ and joining
professional bodies.



To organize more professional development/administrative trainings for teaching and non
teaching staff.



To encourage funding from the other organizations for college development.



Participation in NIRF.



To enhance the efforts towards pursuing quality initiatives with the MOUs.

INSTITUTIONAL VALUES AND BEST PRACTICES


To organise more activities addressing gender issues for developing gender sensitization.



To enhance the availability of energy conservation measures.



To initiate environment and energy audits.



To encourage the participation of more students in ‘Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat’ programs to
develop intercultural harmony.



A copy Code of conduct will be made available to all the faculty and administrative staff
members.



MOU for e-wastage management.

